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Plasma 2020
Let’s make this a conversation not a
presentation

Steve Cowley
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory

Seizing the Opportunity – the first questions
• Why do a decadal study? Who wants it? Who needs it? What
do they want from it?
• Audience:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Congress, Whitehouse …..
Agencies, DOE-SC, NSF, NASA, ONR, ARPA, DARPA, NNSA, etc…….
University Administrators, Deans, Vice Presidents, Chairs, etc….
Faculty and Researchers.
Students
Industrial managers

All of
these

• Fundamental. Who needs plasma science? Why? What for?
• Stakeholder concerns:
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a)
b)
c)
d)

National Security – plasma science is a key science for defense.
Economy, prosperity – e.g. plasma in manufacturing, processing etc.
Energy and Environment – e.g. fusion,
Science, culture etc. -- e.g. plasma astrophysics

Seizing the Opportunity – the first questions
• What are the key science issues that must be solved? Are they
ripe to be solved? Have they been identified?
• Career defining discoveries -- excitement
• Impediments to prediction
• Using the results -- Plasma control

• Facilities, spacecraft. Do we have the tools for exploration?
What are the priorities?
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• Scale: single investigator ~$0.5-5M, mid-size $5-20M, National lab. $20M$1B.
• User facilities,
• Diagnostics, detectors
• Computers
• Elephants in the room – ITER and NIF

Seizing the Opportunity – the first questions
• Who is going to solve the problems? Who is going to train
them? How many?
• Graduate training (PhD.), post-docs
• Undergraduate courses
• Attracting International talent

• How should the science be organized? Who is going to fund the
science?
•
•
•
•
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Are the federal agencies aware of the issues and structured to respond?
Is private funding available – what do the funders want?
Is a National laboratory needed?
Centers and group funding.

Plasma 2010
“Principal Conclusion: The expanding scope of plasma research is creating an
abundance of new scientific opportunities and challenges. These opportunities
promise to further expand the role of plasma science in enhancing economic
security and prosperity, energy and environmental security, national security, and
scientific knowledge.”
• “Principal Recommendation: To fully realize the opportunities in plasma research, a
unified approach is required. Therefore, the Department of Energy’s Office of
Science should reorient its research programs to incorporate magnetic and inertial
fusion energy sciences; basic plasma science; nonmission-driven, high-energydensity plasma science; and low-temperature plasma science and engineering.”
TODAYS FUSION ENERGY SCIENCES OFFICE IN DOE – THE REPORT ALSO NOTED:
“A comprehensive strategy for stewardship will be needed to ensure a successful
outcome.”
•
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Plasma 2010 Achievements? Low Temperature Plasma
Recommendation: To fully address the scientiﬁc opportunities and the
intellectual challenges within low-temperature plasma science and
engi-neering and to optimally meet economic and national security
goals, one federal agency should assume lead responsibility for the
health and vitality of this subﬁeld by coordinating an explicitly funded,
interagency effort. This coordinating ofﬁce could appropriately reside
within the Department of Energy’s Ofﬁce of Science.
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Plasma in the Kitchen
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Plasma 2010 Achievements? HED
• Recommendation: Existing intermediate-scale, professionally
supported, state-of-the-art, high-energy-density (HED) science
facilities at the national laboratories should have strong outsideuser programs with a goal of supporting discovery-driven research
in addition to mission-oriented research. To encourage investigatordriven research and realize the full potential of HED science, the
research community and its sponsors should develop a rationale for
open-access, intermediate-scale facilities and should then design
construct, and operate them.
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Plasma 2010 Achievements? HED

Some progress (UM,
U Texas, …)
Concern see recent
NAS report
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Hercules Petawatt, CUOS U. Michigan

Plasma 2010 Achievements? Magnetic Fusion.
•
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“Recommendation: The United States should develop, and periodically update, a
strategy for moving aggressively into the fusion burning plasma era over the next
15 years. The strategy should lay out the main scientific issues to be addressed
and provide guidance for the evolution of the national suite of facilities and other
resources needed to address these issues. Such strategic planning should include
10 considerations”……….(including)
“Transformation of the present portfolio of aging U.S. facilities into a new
portfolio designed to expeditiously address key fusion scientific issues, including
a schedule for retiring some devices to make room for innovative new
experimental facilities and resources needed—to rejuvenate the portfolio of U.S.
experimental facilities.”

Plasma 2010 Achievements? Space and Astro.
•
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“Recommendation: Agency coordination mechanisms such as the Physics of the
Universe Interagency Working Group and the Astronomy and Astrophysics
Advisory Committee should explicitly include plasma physics when they
coordinate research in laboratory, space, and astrophysical plasma science. Such
coordination would be greatly facilitated by improved stewardship of laboratory
plasma science by DOE’s Office of Science.

Plasma 2010 Achievements? Basic Plasma.
•

“Conclusion: There are important basic plasma problems at intermediate scale
that cannot be addressed effectively either by the present national facilities or by
single-investigator research.”

•

“Recommendation: The plasma community and the relevant federal
government agencies should initiate a periodic evaluation and consultation
process to assess the need for, and prioritization of, new facilities to address
problems in basic plasma science at the intermediate scale.”
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Intermediate Scale -- User Facilities

MPDE Madison
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LAPD UCLA

FLARE Princeton

What we don’t know – some ideas.
Predictive power is poor because “all” plasmas are turbulent.

•

•
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This may be ripe for change:
computers are getting big enough with smart numerical methods to solve the
multidimensional (6D phase space) problems;
multi-point diagnostics (e.g. space-craft) and imaging diagnostics have brought a
qualitative change to the data.

e.g. Diffuse Plasma in the Universe – is it a fluid?
StOng & Kunz
Ap.J. 2018

Hydra Galaxy Cluster

Mean free path 1-10kpc – size 500kpc

Experimental Astrophysical Plasma Research

•
•
•

•
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Longstanding question: Why is magnetic
reconnection faster than predicted?
FLARE: wider range of physics regimes and access
the “plasmoid” regime.
Constructed by NSF & Princeton University.
Proposed to DOE/FES to operate as SC User Facility
at PPPL

Understanding has been sought for 60 years.

Getting to Commercial Fusion – innovation
Demountable+TF+coils:++
MIT group
Vertical+replacement+of+internal+components+
Sorbom et. al.

Technology &!
Engineering Division!

Nucl. Fusion 56 (2016) 106023

A

J.E. Menard et al

+

• Faster(and(easier(than(
sector(maintenance(
• Lower(tolerances(in(
fabricating(parts(
• Better(alignment(in(
plasma(facing(
components(
• Vacuum(vessel(
fabricated(off;site(
Figure 55. Cross-sectional views of A = 2, R0 = 3 m HTS FNSF/pilot plant.

Spherical Tokamak Pilot Plant – less than 1%
of the volume of the EU demonstration reactor

Commonwealth Fusion Systems

Era of Stellerators?

Wendelstein 7-X

HSX Wisconsin
RESULTS ARE EXCELLENT
THEORY WORKS?

NCSX

Concluding thoughts
• Focus on the science needs and opportunities
• Provide the evidence
• Evidence of scientific interest, or
• Application pull
• Collect Data – 2010 was probably light on data – attracts readers
•
•
•
•
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Citation (size of field)
University plasma faculty, Courses
Funding
Demographics

• If you have recommendations on funding they need to be
simple and well evidenced – follow up.
Good Luck

